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A B S T R A C T

Satellite-based particulate matter (PM) models provide spatially and temporally resolved estimations, allowing
greater spatial-temporal coverage compared to sparse ground monitoring stations. The spatio-temporal resolu-
tion of these models can be improved using aerosol optical depth (AOD) products from various satellite platforms
with different overpass times which can capture possible changes in diurnal aerosol concentrations. Israel is
characterized by diverse geo-climatic regions and it is subjected to frequent dust storms events. Our goal was to
estimate PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations in Israel on daily and intra-daily (mean PM around the Aqua and Terra
overpasses) temporal resolutions and to assess the differences between these time windows. A hybrid modeling
approach that consists of three stages was used enabling spatially continuous PM estimations at 1× 1 km spatial
resolution. The model was calibrated on a daily basis applying a mixed modeling approach using MODIS-based
MAIAC AOD and various spatial and temporal predictors. It was found that in certain urban areas the measured
and estimated PM concentrations during the satellite overpass (Terra or Aqua) were higher than the mean daily
PM. The models performed well showing cross-validated R2 that ranged between 0.82 and 0.92. Mean estimated
PM for the study period (2005–2015) during days with no dust events showed different spatial patterns for the
daily and intra-daily estimations and revealed areas in Israel that are affected by high PM concentrations (mainly
industrial or dense urban areas). Estimations from these models are useful for epidemiological research and
might contribute to environmental regulatory purposes by focusing the efforts of PM pollution reduction at the
identified polluted areas.

1. Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) is one of the regularly monitored air pol-
lutants due to its substantial effect on human health. Exposure to PM is
linked to various health outcomes such as respiratory disease (Dominici
et al., 2006; Kloog et al., 2013, 2012a; Kurt et al., 2013; Schwartz,
1995), cardiovascular disease (D'Ippoliti et al., 2003; Dominici et al.,
2006; Hartog et al., 2009; Madrigano et al., 2013; Rich et al., 2013;
Zanobetti and Schwartz, 2005), and pregnancy outcomes (Bell et al.,
2007; Kloog et al., 2012b; Zeka et al., 2008). High PM levels can be
attributed to anthropogenic activities (transportation, industry, waste
burning, and power plant emissions) and also to the occurrence of
different natural events (dust storms, volcanic eruptions, sea spray,

wildfires). Throughout the years, different models were established for
assessing air pollution exposures (Jerrett et al., 2005). The outputs of
such models were used for evaluating the association between exposure
to air pollutants and various health outcomes (Sorek-hamer et al.,
2016). Some of these models provided PM concentrations with high-
temporal resolution (daily and hourly), however they were based on
measurements from sparse ground instruments (Li et al., 2017; Zikova
et al., 2017) or provided PM estimations with a spatial resolution of 3/
10 km (Gupta and Christopher, 2008; You et al., 2016). Epidemiological
studies might benefit from a modeling approach that will allow im-
proved PM estimation, with high temporal and spatial resolution. The
satellite-based hybrid modeling approach that was applied in various
regions by different groups (Chudnovsky et al., 2014; de Hoogh et al.,
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2018; Hu et al., 2014; Kloog et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Stafoggia
et al., 2016) showed good ability to estimate daily PM concentrations
with cross validated R2 ranging between 0.65 and 0.88 depending on
the modelled area. These models apply statistical approaches that use
satellite aerosol optical depth (AOD) data along with various meteor-
ological and spatial predictors in a mixed effects modeling framework.

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
sensor is located onboard two satellite platforms (Aqua and Terra),
which differ in their overpass time (∼3 h apart). Previous hybrid
models (Chudnovsky et al., 2014; de Hoogh et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2014;
Kloog et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Stafoggia et al., 2016) that were
applied in different regions used MODIS-based AOD data retrieved from
the Multi Angle Implementation of Atmospheric Correction (MAIAC)
algorithm. Specifically, the 1× 1 km MAIAC AOD product from the
Terra platform is available over Israel between 09:00–12:40 Israel
Standard Time (IST), and from the Aqua platform between 11:10–15:00
IST. It is generally assumed that different times of the day may be
characterized by different PM concentrations due to variability in the
factors that influence air pollutants levels, such as human activity (in-
dustry and transportation), synoptic conditions (Uzan et al., 2012), air
mass properties (e.g. height, density, velocity) (Kok, 2011), and dust
emission from local and remote sources (Freiman et al., 2006; Krasnov
et al., 2016b).

In mid-winter, typical episodes of high anthropogenic air pollution
occur when pollutants are trapped in the lower atmospheric boundary
layer due to the formation of near-surface temperature inversion during
favorable synoptic conditions (Derimian et al., 2006). Uzan et al.
(2012) showed that the lowering of the mixing layer height during the
summer period in the Israeli coastal area lead to high air pollution
events due to the trapping of locally emitted pollutants during certain
times of the day. More specifically, Karnieli et al. (2009) showed that
the summer synoptic conditions cause long-range transport of pollution
species to the region, particularly sulfur from southeastern and south-
western Europe.

Israel is also substantially affected by natural mineral dust storms
that transport windblown dust particles from remote locations (Ganor
et al., 2009; Katra et al., 2014; Yuval et al., 2015), alongside the con-
tribution of dust from local sources of eroded soils (Katra et al., 2016).
Particles from these different sources (natural versus anthropogenic)
are characterized by different chemical composition and size distribu-
tion (Falkovich, 2004), and therefore their effect on human health can
vary. Estimation of PM during different times of the day might express
the diurnal variability and allow better assessment of PM exposure.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work estimating intra-
daily spatially continuous PM concentrations using satellite data in
Israel. These estimations are useful for epidemiological studies as they
may be used to examine the effect of PM on health outcomes in dif-
ferent hours of the day that possibly originate from different sources,
rather than using a 24-hours mean PM estimates. The primary goal of
the study was to estimate PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations in Israel on
daily (24-hours mean PM) and intra-daily (mean PM around the Aqua
and Terra overpasses) temporal resolutions. This was achieved using a
hybrid three stage modeling approach which applies a mixed modeling
framework in each stage. The specific objectives of this research were:
(1) Compare the PM concentrations and the mean spatial patterns of the
estimations from different time windows. (2) Compare the performance
of intra-daily models that use hourly specific AOD for estimating PM
around the satellite overpass with the performance of daily models that
use hourly AOD to estimate daily mean PM concentrations.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study domain

The study area contains the State of Israel (Fig. 1), apart from re-
gions that either do not contain reliable and available air monitoring

data, or the population there is very scarce. The potential use of the
estimations from the proposed model for epidemiological studies led to
delineation of the research area to the more populated regions in Israel.
Israel is located along the southeastern shore of the Mediterranean Sea
(between 34.2 and 35.9ºE and 29.5–33.4ºN). The Israeli climate is
characterized by winter rains occurring mainly during November
through March, and a relatively long, dry, and hot summer. Its proxi-
mity to the global dust belt, which extends from West Africa to the
Arabian Desert, influences the PM concentration levels substantially
due to dust storms that occur mainly during the winter and transition
seasons (Derimian et al., 2006; Ganor et al., 2009; Krasnov et al., 2014;
Yuval et al., 2015). Despite its small area (∼420 km from north to south
and a maximum width of ∼110 km), Israel experiences sharp climatic
gradient, from arid climate in the south, through semi-arid climate in
the center, and up to Mediterranean climate in the northern parts. Israel
is also characterized by a variety of geographical areas such as: large
rural areas, large forested regions, water bodies, mountains, and the
Mediterranean coastal plains.

Fig. 1. The study area (delimited by black line) and the PM10 and PM2.5

monitoring stations that were included in the model.
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2.2. Ground monitoring data

The PM ground monitors in Israel are distributed mainly in the
coastal populated area and within its major cities (Tel Aviv, Jerusalem,
Haifa, Ashdod, and Beer-Sheva) (Fig. 1). Quality assured PM2.5 and
PM10 concentrations in half hourly temporal resolution across Israel for
the years 2005–2015 were obtained from the Technion Center of Ex-
cellence in Exposure Science and Environmental Health (TCEEH) air
pollution monitoring database. Daily (24-hours) and intra-daily
(around the overpass time of Terra and Aqua) mean PM concentrations
were calculated as the mean of the half-hourly PM concentrations. Air
quality monitoring in Israel is conducted by different organizations and
regulated by the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MOEP) (MEP,
2018). The measurements are performed using Tapered-Element Os-
cillating Microbalance (TEOM) monitoring instruments that are oper-
ated and maintained according to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (US-EPA) guidelines, with a typical accuracy
of± 5% (EPA, 2017). Overall, the model was based on data from 37
PM2.5 air quality monitoring (AQM) stations and from 45 PM10 AQM
stations that were operated during the study period.

2.3. Satellite data

AOD is one of the widely-used satellite based product for PM
modeling. The AOD measures light extinction at given wavelengths due
to aerosol and gaseous compounds scattering absorption along the
measured atmospheric column, therefore making it useful for esti-
mating PM concentrations. The AOD product is available from several
algorithms of the MODIS sensor (Deep blue, Dark target, MAIAC), on-
board the two satellite platforms (Terra and Aqua). The latest devel-
oped MAIAC algorithm was recently used in various locations for PM
estimation (Arvani et al., 2016; de Hoogh et al., 2018; Just et al., 2015;
Kloog et al., 2015; Stafoggia et al., 2016), due to its advantages for PM
modeling including relatively high spatial resolution of 1 km, long time
coverage (2000 - present for Terra and 2003 - present for Aqua), and
improved accuracy over bright surfaces. Daily MAIAC AOD was re-
trieved from Terra and Aqua Collection 6 data for the period of
2005–2015. This time period was chosen due to the higher availability
of PM monitoring stations and dust events classification data. Addi-
tional details about the MAIAC product and algorithm can be found in
previous publications (Lyapustin et al., 2011a, 2011b). The AOD data
may include some spurious values due to proximity to clouds, water
bodies or measurement over very bright surfaces. Such values were
removed from the database using quality assurance and uncertainty
information metrics provided with the MAIAC AOD product.

2.4. Spatial and temporal predictors of PM2.5 and PM10

Alongside the satellite observations, the contribution of different
spatial and temporal predictors to the hybrid model was evaluated.
Within the linear mixed effect modeling framework, the effect of these
predictors was considered as fixed effect terms. Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2
describe the spatial and temporal predictors, which were generated
using R statistical software ver. 3.4.3 (R Core Team, 2017) and ArcMap
ver. 10.4 (ESRI, 2018).

2.4.1. Spatial predictors
All spatial predictors were generated and assigned to the 1×1 km

grid cell using the ArcGIS program (ESRI, 2018). Raster based pre-
dictors (land-use, population density, NDVI, elevation, roads density)
were assigned to the 1× 1 km grid cell using zonal statistics tool that
allows calculating the mean raster values for each grid cell.

Population and land-use data were obtained from the Israeli Central
Bureau of Statistics (ICBS, 2016). Population density in each tract was

calculated and the weight averaged population density was assigned to
each 1×1 km grid cell that is contained within the tract polygon.
Land-use data were used to calculate the percentage of different land-
uses in each 1×1 km grid cell across the study area. For 2005–2008
years a land use data-base updated for 2004 was used, while for
2009–2015 a land use data-base updated for 2014 was used. Four main
groups of land-uses were defined: industrial, urban, agricultural, and
open space.

Elevation data with a 30-m spatial resolution were obtained from
the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER) global digital elevation model (GDEM) database (ASTER,
2014). The mean elevation was calculated and assigned to each 1×1
km grid cell.

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data were retrieved
from the publicly available monthly MODIS NDVI product (MOD13A3)
at 1-km spatial resolution and assigned to each 1× 1 km grid cell.
Additional database of NDVI was created using the red and NIR bands
of Landsat 7 & 8 at 30m spatial resolution, and a the seasonal average
NDVI in the summer and the spring was created. This improved data-
base was used for the local stage of the model.

Several transportation (roads and railways) predictors were gener-
ated in order to assess their association with local PM levels. Road and
railways data were obtained from the geographic information systems
(GIS) vector layers of the 2012 road network (GISrael database of
MAPA, 2012) and included all the roads across Israel. The types of
roads (highways and major roads) were classified according to the
methodology described in Levy et al. (2015). Based on these data sev-
eral predictors were calculated and their averaged means in each 1×1
km grid cell were assigned to the grid cell: (1) total road density raster
was created using the line density tool that calculates the density of
polyline features (all the roads) that contained in 1-km radius around
each 1-km cell centroid. (2) distance from major roads to the grid cell
center, (3) distance from highways to the grid cell center, and (4) dis-
tance from the nearest railway to the grid cell center.

Distances to water bodies (Mediterranean Sea, Lake Kinneret (Sea of
Galilee), and the Dead Sea were calculated from the centroids of the
grid cell using ArcGIS and assigned to each cell.

2.4.2. Temporal predictors
Meteorological data and pollution monitoring data were obtained

through the TCEEH air pollution monitoring database. Grid cells were
matched to the mean of the nine closest weather stations with available
meteorological variables. The following variables were extracted from
this database and averaged daily and around the overpass time of the
Terra and Aqua platforms: air temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed, rainfall and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) concentrations.

Dust day classification was used as a predictor in our model. Half-
hourly Dust events classification data were used from the study of Yuval
et al. (2015). For each AQM PM monitor, dust events classification was
attributed from the closest available PM monitor. Each daily and intra-
daily time windows were classified either as a dust day (if a dust event
occurred at least once during that time period) or as non-dust days (if
no dust events occurred). The frequency of dust days on a daily scale for
each year is presented in the electronic Supplementary Material in Fig.
A.1. This classification (dust or non-dust day) did not consider the
duration of the dust event and its intensity. Although the model was ran
for all days (dust and non-dust) together, the mean square error of the
model was evaluated separately for dust and non-dust days.

The dispersion of pollutants depends on many meteorological
parameters and the mixing height, or boundary layer depth, is one of
the parameters that define the volume of air through which the pollu-
tion is mixed. The planetary boundary layer (PBL) can vary with the
wind speed and can influence the concentration and the pollutant
vertical profile (Oke, 1987). PBL height was obtained from modeled
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data of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF, 2016) at a spatial resolution of approximately 13.9 km tem-
poral resolution of 3-hours. In each day the corresponding PBL mea-
surement (daily mean or measurement around Terra/Aqua overpass)
was assigned to the 1 km grid cells.

2.5. Statistical methods

2.5.1. Modeling stages
All modeling stages were developed and run in R software (R,

2017). Three estimation models were developed for PM2.5 and PM10,
each for a different time window: (1) Daily (24-hours mean, from 00:00
to 23:59 IST) model that uses the Aqua AOD product similarly to pre-
vious studies (e.g. Just et al., 2015; Kloog et al., 2015) that used this
product; (2) Intra-daily (hourly) model that estimates PM around the
Aqua overpass. This model uses Aqua AOD product as one of the pre-
dictors. The mean overpass of the Aqua satellite over Israel is 13:05 IST
and the standard deviation is 1 h. Hence, this model estimates the mean
PM between 10:00–16:00 IST; (3) Intra-daily (hourly) model that esti-
mates PM around the Terra overpass. This model uses Terra AOD
product as one of the predictors. The mean overpass of the Terra sa-
tellite over Israel is 10:50 IST, and the standard deviation is 1.5 h.
Hence, this model estimates the mean PM between 08:00–14:00 IST.
The wide time window used for the intra-daily models was chosen after
evaluating the sensitivity of the model to different time window widths.
A model that estimated PM on the specific satellite overpass time
showed lower performance than models that estimated the mean PM
over larger time periods. The length of the satellite-specific time
window was chosen according to the range of overpass hours that was
extracted from the metadata of the MAIAC AOD Hierarchical Data
Format (HDF) files (Fig. 2) with one extra hour on each side of the time
window (08:00–14:00 IST for Terra and 10:00–16:00 IST for Aqua).

In Israel, there is a day-to-day variability in PM concentrations and
in different meteorological measurements (temperature, PBL, humidity,
precipitation). These daily differences create also varying relationship
between the PM and the AOD measurements. Therefore, mixed effects
modeling was chosen to account for the temporal variations in the PM-
AOD relationship by incorporating various spatial and temporal

predictors and day-specific random-effects. The modeling approach
consists of three main stages that allow estimation of PM concentration
in every 1× 1 km grid cell in each day. The first stage calibrates the
AOD grid-level observations to the PM2.5 or PM10 AQM stations using
all monitor-day observations with the closest available AOD value
within 1.1 km during the study period, while adjusting for spatial and
temporal predictors. Specifically, the following linear mixed effects
model (calibration stage) was fitted using the lmer4 package (Bates
et al., 2015):

∑ ∑= + + + + +

+

= =
PM α u β v AOD γ X γ X

ε

( ) ( )ijt j j ij m m mi m m mijt

ij

1 1

12
1 1 1

10
2 2

(1)

where PMijt is the measured PM10 or PM2.5 concentrations at site i on
day j, in reference to a certain time window t (daily/morning/after-
noon); α and uj are the fixed and random (day-specific) intercepts, re-
spectively; AODij is the AOD value in the grid cell corresponding to site i
on day j; and β1 and vj are the fixed and day-specific random slopes,
respectively. X mi1 is the value of the m-th spatial predictor at site i (i.e.
population density, percent of certain land-use type, distance to the
nearest main road, and elevation) and γ m1 is the corresponding fixed-
effects slope of m-th spatial predictor. X mijt2 is the value of the m-th
temporal predictor at site i, on day j (i.e. PBL height, NDVI, ambient
temperature, relative humidity, NOx concentrations, and dust classifi-
cation) within the relevant time window t (daily/Terra overpass/Aqua
overpass) and γ m2 is the corresponding fixed-effects slope of m-th tem-
poral predictor.

After calibrating the model, the residuals of the first modeling stage
were calculated (observed – predicted) and an additional, local, mod-
eling stage was applied. The local stage aimed to improve the model
performance locally, by fitting the residuals of the previous modeling
stage to a model that accounts for higher resolution (200m) spatial
variables (NDVI, elevation, distance to roads, and percent of certain
land-use type). The output of this stage is suitable when the model
estimations are used for exposure assessment using address-specific
geocoded data that is common in recent epidemiology studies. When
detailed addresses data are not available, and exposure is based on
small area (zipcode, census tract, etc.) or city level data, the 1× 1 km

Fig. 2. Histogram of the overpass hours of Aqua and Terra satellites over Israel. The range of overpass hours is 09:00–13:00 for Terra and 11:00–15:00 for Aqua.
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PM estimations are used without applying this stage.
The highly-resolved spatial predictors around each monitoring sta-

tion were regressed against the residuals of the cross-validated stage 1
model using the support vector regression (SVR) methodology applied
by the e1071 package (Meyer et al., 2017).

∑= +
=

ResidPM α K X x ε( , )ij
m

m mij ij
1

8

(2)

where ResidPMij is the residual of PM2.5 or PM10 concentration in site i
and day j from the cross-validated phase 1 calibrated model; Xmij is the
m-th spatial predictor around monitoring station i on day j; K is a kernel
function which captures nonlinearities and interactions among the
predictors of ResidPMij and its parameters are chosen using 10-fold cross
validation (CV).

The second stage PM estimation can be applied in locations where
AOD retrievals exist using the calibration stage model coefficients. This
stage resulted in PM estimation for all day-grid cell combinations with
available satellite based AOD.

The third stage modeling phase estimates the PM concentrations in
locations where there are no satellite based AOD observations. This
stage is implemented by modeling the relationships between the esti-
mated PM from stage 2 and the PM value from an inverse distance
weighting (IDW) interpolation of PM observations from AQM stations
each day, accounting for possible variability of the relationships in
space, using the mixed modeling approach:

= + + + ∗ +PredPM α u β v I ε( ) ( )ij i i PMij ij1 (3)

where PredPMij is the predicted PM10 or PM2.5 concentrations at grid
cell i on day j based on the calibrated stage 1 model (i.e. predicted PM
in grid points for which AOD is available); IPMij is the PM derived from
the IDW interpolation surface for site i on day j; α and ui are the fixed
and grid-cell specific random intercepts, respectively; and β1 and vi are
the fixed and random slopes, respectively.

2.5.2. Model performance
Model performance was assessed using the ten-fold out-of-sample

CV technique. The data were randomly divided into 90% training and
10% test datasets ten times. Each time, the model was trained based on
90% of the data, and a prediction of PM was made for the 10% out of
sample data. To test the results for bias, the measured PM values were
regressed in each site and day against the corresponding predicted
values from the 90% sample. The CV technique was used to avoid
model over-fitting, and for selecting the best combination of predictors

for the model. The fixed effects in the calibration stage of the model
were selected by backward selection using the fitLMER.fnc from the
LMER Convenience Functions package (Tremblay and Ransijn, 2015)
that used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) estimator. The following
model performance measures were calculated based on the CV results:

⁃ Coefficient of determination (R2) - the observed and predicted PM
values were regressed, and the percent of explained variance was
computed.

⁃ Root mean standard error (RMSE) - the square root of the mean
quadratic differences between observed and predicted PM values. It
is a summary measure of the prediction error, and it is on the same
scale as the measured observation (PM, μg/m3).

⁃ Slope - the coefficient from the linear regression between PM ob-
served and PM predicted.

⁃ Temporal R2 - the whole study period predicted and observed
averages were subtracted from the daily observed and the predicted
series of PM concentrations. The daily observed and predicted PM
deviations (i.e. the residuals after subtraction of the mean) were
regressed against each other, and the R2 coefficient was computed.
This measure represents the contribution of the temporal variation
to the total variance of the daily PM model predictions across all
monitoring stations and days.

⁃ Spatial R2 - the daily average observed and predicted PM con-
centrations were averaged in each grid cell over the entire study
period (2005–2015). The study-period average observed and pre-
dicted PM values in each grid cell were regressed against each other,
and the R2 coefficient was computed. This measure represents the
contribution of the spatial variation to the total variance of the daily
PM model predictions over the whole study period, as commonly
reported for LUR models.

3. Results

The descriptive statistical measures of the mean daily and hourly
PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations as observed by AQM stations that are
located in four major cities of Israel are presented in Table 1. The mean
daily and the hourly values measurements for the study period
(2005–2015) ranged between 44 and 63 μg/m3 for PM10 and 18–25 μg/
m3 for PM2.5. The mean and median PM10 concentrations during the
Aqua and Terra overpass times were higher by 1–7 μg/m3 than the daily
mean and median. The differences in mean and median PM2.5 con-
centrations between the three time windows studied in this work
ranged between 1 and 3 μg/m3, with the highest average concentrations
usually measured during the Aqua (H_A) and Terra (H_T) daytime
overpass.

The CV performance measures of the daily and intra-daily PM2.5 and
PM10 stage 1 models for all the period (2005–2015) are summarized in

Table 1
Summary statistics of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations (μg/m3) measured in air
quality monitoring stations, located in four major cities in Israel, for the period
of 2005–2015. Abbreviations: n- Number of stations, D- Daily average, H_A-
Mean PM around the Aqua overpass, H_T- Mean PM around the Terra overpass,
IQR-inter quartile range.

City Model PM10 PM2.5

Median Mean Max. IQR Median Mean Max. IQR

Haifa
(n=10)

D 32 44 2153 22 16 18 1166 22
H_A 34 49 2153 27 16 19 524 11
H_T 34 48 2313 27 16 19 870 11

Tel-Aviv
(n=4)

D 41 57 1759 25 20 23 372 25
H_A 39 58 2823 28 18 21 419 11
H_T 43 60 2760 30 20 23 542 12

Jerusalem
(n=1)

D 36 53 2937 25 15 20 846 25
H_A 39 57 4889 27 16 21 1347 9
H_T 35 52 6290 26 14 18 1855 9

Beer-Sheva
(n=1)

D 38 56 3223 25 21 24 370 25
H_A 39 63 2919 29 21 25 381 13
H_T 38 56 2950 27 21 24 296 12

Table 2
Cross-validated performance measures of the daily and intra-daily PM2.5 and
PM10 stage 1 models (including the local stage).

PM10 PM2.5

Daily
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Terra)

Daily
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Terra)

Overall R2 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.87 0.82 0.84
Overall

RMSE
19.94 30.75 24.77 6.16 8.88 9.51

Slope 1.09 1.07 1.00 1.05 1.02 1.01
Spatial R2 0.95 0.84 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.79
Spatial

RMSE
2.99 12.02 1.72 0.85 0.74 1.65

Temporal R2 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.87 0.82 0.84
Temporal

RMSE
19.88 35.29 24.72 6.14 8.86 9.46
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Fig. 3. The mean residual of PM10 and PM2.5 predictions for each of the models in dust days and non-dust days. The mean residual was calculated as the mean of the
absolute difference between the observed PM values from the air quality monitoring station and the model predicted PM values at the closet grid point.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the mean daily and intra-daily observed and predicted values of particulate matter (PM) in four large cities in Israel located in different
geographical areas. The mean observed values were calculated from one ground monitor in each city, while the predicted values were extracted from the closest grid
cell of the model.
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Table 2. All models showed good performance after applying the local
stage with CV R2 higher than 0.82 and 0.90 for the PM2.5 and the PM10

models, respectively. Before applying the local stage the overall R2

ranged between 0.79 and 0.88 for the PM10 models and 0.73–0.79 for
the PM2.5 models. The overall and the temporal R2 and RMSE measures
showed slightly better performance (higher R2 and lower RMSE) for the
daily models in comparison to the hourly models. However, hourly
models showed slope closer to 1.00, indicating on a smaller bias. The

CV overall R2 and RMSE results for each year separately are detailed in
the electronic Supplementary Material in Table A.1. The residuals of the
model were calculated for non-dust (days in which dust events were not
detected in any station) and dust days, separately, as the absolute dif-
ference between observed and predicted values. The mean residuals for
non-dust and dust days are presented in Fig. 3 revealing that the mean
residuals were up to 6 times higher in days with dust events than in
non-dust days for both PM10 and for PM2.5. Moreover, the highest mean

Fig. 5. The coefficients of the different spatial and temporal predictors (fixed effects). Note that the predictors were standardized and the absolute value of their
coefficients was shown in this figure, therefore there is no practical interpretation to these coefficients. The values in this figure represent the relative influence of a
certain fixed effect predictor in each model.
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residuals were observed in the hourly models.
The mean observed and predicted daily and intra-daily PM2.5 and

PM10 concentrations in four large Israeli cities are presented in Fig. 4.
These populated locations are examples for locations that might be of
interest for epidemiological studies. The highest mean PM2.5 and PM10

values were observed in Beer-Sheva and Tel-Aviv. The daily and hourly
mean values for these two cities were close to 25 μg/m3 for PM2.5 and
above 55 μg/m3 for PM10, which are higher than the guideline level
defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Israeli
MOEP. Haifa showed the lowest mean PM2.5 (18–19 μg/m3) and PM10

concentrations (44–48 μg/m3). The measured and predicted PM2.5

concentrations showed differences that ranged from 1-4 μg/m3 between
the mean daily and the mean satellite overpass values, and in most

cases slightly higher values were observed during the overpass of Terra
or Aqua. PM10 concentrations were higher in the overpass time of the
Aqua satellite in all the cities except for Tel-Aviv, which showed higher
values during the overpass of the Terra satellite. The hybrid model
showed similar mean values in most cases (Tel-Aviv, Haifa, and Jer-
usalem), with 1–2 μg/m3 deviation from the measured values for PM2.5

and 1–5 μg/m3 for PM10. The highest deviation of the model from the
measured mean values was found in the Beer-Sheva, where a difference
of 3–4 μg/m3 for the PM2.5 model and 2–7 μg/m3 for PM10 model were
obtained.

Fig. 5 shows the absolute coefficient values of the standardized fixed
effects from the first calibration stage (mixed effects model) that in-
cludes all spatial and temporal predictors. All the fixed effects of the

Fig. 6. Maps of the mean 2005–2015 non-dust PM10 and PM2.5 model results for the three time windows: Terra overpass, Aqua overpass, and daily average (24 h
mean).
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model were standardized by subtracting their mean and dividing by
their standard deviation. In all models the AOD and dust day classifi-
cation were the variables with the highest absolute coefficient among
the fixed effects, meaning that their relative influence on the model was
the highest. It is important to note that the relation between AOD and
PM is captured also as a random effect (day-specific random effect) in
the model therefore this figure presents the relative influence of the
fixed AOD effect.

Mean PM2.5 and PM10 values in non-dust days over the whole study
period for the three models' time windows are presented in Fig. 6. The
spatial pattern of the mean non-dust PM2.5 and PM10 over the study
period (2005–2015) enables identification of more polluted areas
during these days. Dust days were excluded from this analysis since the
variability during dust events represents the transboundary-scale phe-
nomena rather than the local spatial scale (Yuval et al., 2015). More-
over, for regulation purposes, the non-dust days PM concentrations are
more relevant, as they reflect emissions from local sources (such as
vehicles and industry) that might be reduced by regulations. The
highest non-dust PM2.5 values in Israel are found in the more populated
and industrial areas. Some examples of such locations are the area
around the Ben-Gurion international airport and industrial areas in Tel-
Aviv, Haifa, Ashdod, and in some industrial locations in the Negev with
mean 2005–2015 values that exceed 19 μg/m3. The spatial patterns of
the non-dust daily and hourly model results are generally similar, yet
some differences are observed in the hourly PM2.5 models (Fig. 6).
During these time windows higher concentrations are evident around
railways and in specific locations (for example in the Tel-Aviv area and
around Ashdod and in some industrial locations). The spatial mean
PM10 pattern shows that the highest concentrations during non-dust
days are expected in and around Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem. During the
Terra overpass, two other locations are prominent (Fig. 6, Hourly
(Terra)): Ashdod and an industrial area south of Beer-Sheva. The de-
scriptive statistics of the predicted mean PM10 and PM2.5 for the period
of 2005–2015 are presented in Table 3. The highest mean and median
values are predicted during the Aqua overpass.

4. Discussion

PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations at a resolution of 1×1 km across
Israel were estimated for three different time windows in each day;
during the overpass of Terra (mean PM between 8:00–14:00), during
the overpass of Aqua (mean PM between 10:00–16:00), and over the
whole day (24-hours mean). The current work extends previous work
that applied the hybrid modeling approach in Israel and estimated
PM2.5 and PM10 on a daily level (Kloog et al., 2015) using the MAIAC
AOD product. Monitoring stations in four major Israeli cities showed
that in most cases the highest PM10 and PM2.5 mean and median con-
centrations were observed during the overpass of Aqua or Terra,

compared to the daily average (Table 1). The intra-daily PM estimations
can be used in future epidemiology research for studying the associa-
tion between these exposures and temporally resolved health outcomes
which become recently more available in Israel (e.g. records from
emergency rooms). Estimation of PM concentrations during different
times of the day might express the diurnal variability in PM that can
possibly have different sources, chemical composition, and size dis-
tribution. The temporally and spatially resolved exposure data will
allow testing whether there is a different association between such
health outcomes and exposure to PM concentrations in different time
windows (daily and intra-daily).

Spatial maps of PM10 and PM2.5 estimates during non-dust time
periods (Fig. 6) show higher concentrations in populated areas, known
to be characterized by increased anthropogenic pollutant emitting ac-
tivities (transportation, industry). Mean PM10 and PM2.5 levels during
non-dust days show different spatial patterns in the three modeled time
windows. For example, the hourly PM2.5 models showed higher con-
centrations around railways and PM10 concentrations showed higher
values around specific industrial areas during the Terra overpass. These
patterns might suggest that some sources may be more prominent
during specific times of the day. This might help focusing efforts to-
wards anthropogenic PM emission reduction at locations that showed
higher mean concentrations.

The performance of the daily models were slightly better than that
of the intra-daily models (Table 2), showing lower RMSE and higher R2.
This implies that estimating highly temporally resolved PM con-
centrations is challenging, and potentially other temporal predictors
that currently are unavailable should be taken into account in future
models for improved predictions. Four large cities that are located in
different geo-climatic regions were chosen for local evaluation of model
performance. A comparison of mean measured and predicted PM in
these cities shows that the largest deviation of the model was found in
the southern city of Beer-Sheva. The lower performance of the model in
this area can be due to several reasons. First, there are only few AQM
stations in the southern part of Israel. Hence, relatively small amount of
PM data was available for model calibration (e.g. only one PM2.5

monitor operates in Beer-Sheva since 2011 and one PM10 monitor that
operates since 2000). In comparison, the other cities used in this work
(Tel-Aviv, Haifa, Jerusalem) have considerably more AQM stations
(Fig. 1) that have been operating for a longer period. Consequently, this
spread of PM monitors and the availability of observations resulted in
model calibration based on relationships between PM observations and
model predictors from areas that have different geo-climatic conditions
than Beer-Sheva. Moreover, the PM levels in Beer- Sheva are influenced
from the occurrence of dust storms more than other cities in Israel
(Krasnov et al., 2016a) due to its proximity to dust emission sources.

A limitation of our model is a worse estimation of PM concentra-
tions during days with dust storms (Fig. 4); probably due to insensitivity
of the AOD to the very high aerosols loading in the atmosphere, and the
fact that most of the days in the training dataset were non-dust days in
which PM concentrations do not reach such high values. Dust events
increase the concentration of coarser particles in the range of 2.5–10 μm
(Krasnov et al., 2015). This might explain the higher PM10 residuals
that are obtained during dust days in comparison to PM2.5. During the
last years Israel experienced several intensive dust storms that showed
daily mean PM10 concentrations of 2000–3000 μg/m3 in several
monitors during storms in 2006, 2007, 2010, and 2012, and even above
3000 μg/m3 daily PM10 during the September 2015 dust storm. The
frequency of dust storms in this area is increasing in the last decade
(Krasnov et al., 2016a), and associations between these extreme events
and different health outcomes were documented (Vodonos et al., 2016,
2014). Future work may overcome on the current limitation by either
adding a dust storm classification predictor that refers to the severity of
the dust storm, or fitting a separate model for days affected by dust
storms.

Table 3
Summary statistics of the mean prediction of PM10 and PM2.5 during non-dust
days in 2005–2015 for the three modeled time windows. Abbreviations: Sd-
standard deviation, 1st Qr., 3st Qr.- the first (25%) and the third (75%) quar-
tiles.

PM2.5 PM10

Daily
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Terra)

Daily
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Aqua)

Hourly
(Terra)

Mean 16.62 17.50 16.27 33.13 34.1 31.97
Sd 1.67 1.29 1.45 2.42 3.1 4.61
Median 16.54 17.34 16.09 32.82 34.1 31.77
Minimum 11.14 12.19 12.91 24.22 13.6 15.69
Maximum 21.24 24.89 22.55 44.66 51.4 55.98
1st Qr. 15.29 16.40 15.03 31.64 32.1 28.74
3st Qr. 18.1 18.56 17.47 34.44 35.8 34.76
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5. Conclusions

Estimation of PM10 and PM2.5 in Israel on a daily and intra-daily
temporal resolution around the overpass of the two satellite platforms
of the MODIS sensor (Terra and Aqua) showed different spatial pattern
of the mean PM for non-dust period (days not affected by dust storms).
During the overpass times of Terra and Aqua some areas in Israel
showed higher PM concentrations relative to the mean daily spatial
pattern. These estimations can be used for regulatory purposes and help
focusing pollution reduction efforts to specific areas that were spotted
as suffering from increased levels using the model. Israel is a complex
domain for PM modeling due to its various geo-climatic conditions and
natural and anthropogenic sources of PM. Nonetheless, the hybrid
model performed well showing overall R2 that ranged between 0.82
and 0.92. The lower performance of the intra-daily models in com-
parison to the daily average models indicates a bigger challenge to
estimate PM concentrations in fine temporal resolution. The model
showed higher residuals in days that experienced dust storms, and
usually underestimated PM levels during such days.
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